
Online Boat Reservation Procedures and Checklist  
  
  
The re-design of the online boat reservation system was done to provide a user interface 
flexible enough to support all users’ needs, including uncommon requests. The goal of 
this re-design is a system with a reliable float plan submission, clear communication with 
public safety, and accessibility to information needed for captains and administrators 
specific to their needs for boat operations. This design was built using the traditional 
process for reserving boats, while modernizing the user interface and incorporating 
solutions to limitations identified from the traditional process. The information below 
explains the categories assigned to users and the abilities and restrictions for each. An 
example for making reservations with the new system is provided.  
  

A basic user, (any faculty, staff, or student with a valid university username and 
password), can login and request a boat for a specific day, and purpose. Although the 
reservation allows the user to save the date and boat, it must be approved by the person 
responsible for the account to be charged for the trip and the boat operations staff.  You 
will be directed to enter the account number to be charged for the trip. The person 
responsible for the account will be notified by email. 

A person with captain designation on the system can make reservations and file a 
float plan for any trip they are responsible for running.  

A person with administrator designation can make reservations and have 
administrative access to the system. There is also an option for this person to have a 
captain designation, if needed.   

There is a Public Safety category giving access to float plans and if needed, the 
ability to modify it. This designation will not have reservation or administrative access.  

The basic user level is used here as the example of how to create a reservation 
using the system.  All first-time users will initially be directed to create a user profile 
(figure 1) and will have a basic user designation (administrators will change you to other 
categories as needed), which saves basic information needed for the reservation process. 
Once a user logs on to the system they are directed to their dashboard (figure 2). This 
page shows your current reservations, allows for updating a reservation, and creating new 
reservations. The calendar shows the days all boats are reserved. Hovering on the date 
shows the specific boats reserved. 
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Making a reservation  
  
Once the user profile is finished you are ready to make a boat reservation. First you will 
choose your date to start and finish (typically it should be the same day, with few 
exceptions).  Reservations need to be made at least 48 hours in advance of the trip (unless 
you are operating the vessel). You will need to enter start and finish times at this stage.  
Clicking the submit button will take you to a page listing all university vessels available 
during that date and time. You will be prompted to choose the vessel you want to reserve. 
This reservation now appears on your dashboard under your upcoming reservations. The 
reservation will show the information you already provided, and the information still 
needed for completion. The reservation can be updated anytime until the captain or 
administrator files the float plan. Vehicle information can be changed at any time. The 
reason for the vehicle requirement is for emergency officials. They need to know which 
vehicle to look for if you are overdue (needed even if you did not tow a boat). Once a 
float plan is filed it cannot be changed without notifying public safety.  A completed 
reservation will show the details of the trip, including the captain running the trip, in your 
dashboard. Any time a reservation is made all captains and administrators are notified of 
the reservation. The person responsible for the account paying for the trip must approve 
the trip.   
  
Updating a reservation  
  
A user can always login and update their reservation. Typically this would be used to 
update contact information, account number, departure, return, and area of operation. 
Captains can update any reservation information to file the float plan.   
  
Information for Operators and Captains  
  
Basic users cannot file a float plan, only boat operators with captain designation will have 
access to the float plan side of the system. Float plans will not be available to file until 48 
hours before the date of the reserved trip. The float plan will need to be closed 
immediately upon return to the dock by calling CCU public Safety at 843-349-2911 (this 
is extremely important) and marking closed on the reservation (trip completed or 
cancelled). 
When a captain files a float plan, public safety is notified of the trip and will expect it to 
be completed before the return time. If a trip is not cancelled or recorded as complete by 
the finish time on the float plan the following procedure will occur:  



First, Public Safety will begin calling the phone numbers on the float plan, beginning 
with the captain. If no contact is made, public safety will call the boating safety officer 
(BSO). Public safety and the BSO will decide on a plan of action to contact the vessel 
and persons on board. This could include, driving to the departure point of the trip, 
deploying a CCU, DNR, and USCG vessel, or any other action deemed appropriate to 
determine the reason for an overdue float plan status and location of the persons onboard 
the vessel.  
  
 When you are at the boat, complete the pre-departure checklist (located on boat) and 
email a photo of it to boatops@coastal.edu  
  
Summary 
  

To Reserve a Boat:  
  

Complete your User Profile (first time only).  
Choose date, time, and boat needed, (only currently available boats and times are 
shown).  
Provide necessary trip details.  

Where is the area of operation? Vehicle parking? Who is on the trip? 
Emergency contact?  

Account number is needed along with permission of person responsible for 
account charged for trip.  
Account number can be added anytime but must be completed before operator 
can file the float plan.  
Confirm operator is available (if needed) with boat operations.  

  
To File Float Plan:  

  
Float plan must be filed before trip begins and a photo of the pre-departure 
checklist emailed to: boatops@coastal.edu 
Details are populated from reservation, (with option to make changes).  

 Operator:     
Files float plan online.   
Submits it to public safety online.   
Notifies public safety upon return.  
  

Float Plan can be filed no sooner than 48 hours before the trip.  
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